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HKRITA Wins Red Dot Award: Product Design 2019
G2G – A Mini Mill within The Mills

The Hong Kong Research Institute of Textiles and Apparel (HKRITA) has won the Red Dot Award:
Product Design 2019 for its Garment-to-Garment recycle system (G2G) – A Mini Mill within The
Mills.
The G2G is a mini production line that recycles post-consumer garments into clean and wearable
clothes. It is located at The Mills, a revitalized art and cultural complex in Hong Kong.
“I would like to congratulate the laureates sincerely on their wonderful success. The fact that their
products were able to satisfy the strict criteria of the jury bears testimony to their award-winning
design quality. The laureates are thus setting key trends in the design industry and are showing
where future directions may lead,” said Professor Dr Peter Zec, founder and CEO of Red Dot, in
reference to the winners.
Compact, Harmonious and Relevant Design
The complete garment-to-garment process takes place in a standard 40-foot container. With its
anti-vibration, noise- and dust-controlled design, the production line minimizes noise and
disturbance to nearby businesses, and so can be operated within community spaces such as
shopping malls.
The container, which houses the whole production line, is made of glass. Visitors can look inside and
view the components that run the system, turning old clothes into renewable clothes. They can
even deepen their experience by recycling their own used clothes. “We want to demystify the
whole recycling process. We want the public to understand the intrinsic value of the clothes that
they have and how much more we can do with them,” said Mr Edwin Keh, Chief Executive Officer of
HKRITA.
Connect the Past with the Present
The interior design of the system strikes a balance between historical structure and modern
architectural elements, making old structure part of the new design. In order to capture the essence
of the old Mills in the new space, we sought support and advice from the Design Department of the
Nan Fung Group during the setup stage.
Ms Vanessa Cheung, founder of The Mills and Managing Director of Nan Fung Development Ltd
said, “we are very excited about the winning of this prestigious award with HKRITA, our close
partner. The core value of re-invention shared by HKRITA and The Mills is vividly represented by the
concept of upcycling and sustainability through this techstyle system. The G2G is housed in a 40foot standard container, which was designed in collaboration with the Nan Fung design team so
that it can be transported to other places around the world.”

Set up in a retail shop in The Mills, the G2G is a joint collaboration among HKRITA, the H&M
Foundation and Novetex Textiles Limited with the support of The Mills. It is a place where visitors
can appreciate the past, experience the future and learn something new.
The Red Dot Award: Product Design is one of the world’s largest design competitions. In 2019,
designers and manufacturers from 55 countries entered more than 5,500 products in the
competition. The international jury comprises experienced experts from different disciplines and
has been convening for more than 60 years in order to select the year’s best designs. During an
adjudication process that spans several days, they try out the products, discuss them and ultimately
reach a well-founded decision regarding the design quality of the entries. True to the motto “In
search of good design and innovation”, their assessment focuses on criteria such as the level of
innovation, functionality, formal quality, longevity and ergonomics.
About The Hong Kong Research Institute of Textiles and Apparel (HKRITA)
Established in 2006, HKRITA is funded by the Innovation and Technology Commission of the HKSAR
Government and hosted by The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. HKRITA engages in applied
research to support the textile and apparel industry in order to boost its overall competitiveness,
and to drive sustainable improvements and bring benefits to society. By providing one-stop services
for applied research, technology transfer and commercialisation, HKRITA makes sustained efforts to
promote successful projects for industry application.
About the Red Dot Design Award
In order to appraise the wide scope of design in a professional manner, the Red Dot Design Award is
broken down into the three distinct disciplines: the Red Dot Award: Product Design, Red Dot Award:
Brands & Communication Design and Red Dot Award: Design Concept. With more than 18,000
submissions, the Red Dot Award is one of the largest design competitions in the world. In 1955, a
jury convened for the first time to assess the best designs of the day. The name and brand of the
award were developed in the 1990s by Red Dot CEO, Professor Dr. Peter Zec. Since then, the
sought-after Red Dot is the revered international seal of outstanding design quality. The winners are
presented in yearbooks, museums and online. Further information: www.red-dot.org.

Caption:
1. Garment-to-Garment Recycle System wins Red Dot Award: Product Design 2019.

2. Mr Edwin Keh, Chief Executive Officer of HKRITA, believes that the public will understand more
of the intrinsic value of their clothes by visiting the G2G recycle system.

3. Video of the garment to garment recycle system
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GJ_VF0K4Qc&feature=youtu.be
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